
Operating Systems, ICS231

Major Project : MemoryFS

Due Date: Nov 17, 2013

1 Objectives

• Learn basics of VFS APIs, especially about FUSE, Filesystem in USErspace.

• Understand the typical attributes of a filesystem in memory, and a naive im-
plementation of them.

• Mapping to the desirable virtual memory areas for this FS. For eg. Swap space
or Ram space

• Performing some real-time operations on files of the filesystem

2 Introduction

Description

In this project, your first task is to develop two (read-only/read-write) file system
modules for the MemoryFS file system. MemoryFS1 is a volatile filesystem which will
stay as long as your computer stays awake. In short, you have to create two mount
points, one for each module, however contents of one directory can only be read, and
for another you can modify as much as you want.

Your next task is to allow a consistent way to operate on the files i.e two programs
can simultaneously read/write same file, with avoiding race condition, deadlocks and
starvation. 2

FUSE

There exist as many file system APIs (the so-called VFS API) as there are different
operating system kernels. The FUSE (Filesystem in USErspace) API is another file
system API, however it allows the development and ex- ecution of file system drivers in
userland instead. The advantage of this approach is that less code is run in the kernel,

1Ideas derived from tempFS, ramFS filesystems
2readers-writers problem.
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which reduces the risk of crashes or exploits. Since FUSE presents a simple, abstracted
file system in- terface, it is easily possible to use FUSE file system applications on
different operating systems, such as Linux, FreeBSD, Mac OS, OpenSolaris or even
Windows. Running in userland also enables the use of various language bindings,
allowing the implementation of FUSE file systems in different progamming languages
such as C, C++, Java, Python, Perl, etc. 3

3 Details

Read-only file system module for MemoryFS

1. Impementation should be able to deal with long file names

2. It has to support the getattr, readdir, statfs and read FUSE file system opera-
tions

3. You can use the sample code from tutorial page to get a hold of it.

Read-Write file module for MemoryFS

1. Impementation should be able to deal with long file names

2. It has to support following operations

• Directory operations: readdir,mkdir,rmdir

• File operations: open,read,write,truncate,access,close

• Meta operations: getattr,statfs,symlink,link,unlink,rename etc.

3. you should provide an option before mounting FS that whether it is to use RAM
or use Swap space.

4 Running and Testing

Development environment

To build the code, you will need the FUSE library in userland. On a Linux distribution
that supports deb packages, such as Debian and Ubuntu, you can install it by the
following command:

% sudo apt-get install libfuse2 libfuse-dev

3For more info, browse wiki and Tutorial page.
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Mounting

The supplied skeleton already performs basic FUSE argument parsing. To mount
the file system, run the application with file system and destination mount point as
arguments:

% mkdir tmp

% ./MemoryFS_r -f tmp | ./MemoryFS_rw -f tmp -usage swap/ram

% ls -l tmp

P.S: above MemoryFS r and MemoryFS rw are name of executealbes, and -f option
allows fuse to stay in foreground, which is better for debugging. -usage option is for
which VMA is to be used.

Unmounting

In case your file system does not shut down properly, you might experience an error
message, such as ls: cannot access tmp: Transport endpoint is not connected. In this
case you will have to unmount the file system manually:

% fusermount -u -z tmp

Structure of submission

• Sample code contains, one directory Data which has some files in it. Your
filesystem modules should mount the contents of Data into respective tmp-rd
tmp-rdwr directories

• Apart from modules and Data directory, a Makefile which mounts and unmounts
to respective directories.

• A Report on your approach towards the problem, and detailed analysis.

Testing

• Unzip a compressed file into MemoryFS

• Linux command dd to create larger files in your filesystem area. Size can alter
from 1MB to 1 GB.

• Your custom designed shell to run the commands in the given filesystem space.

5 Deliverables

• Full source code for the assignments

• Short project report about your experiences on implementation and testing (no
more than two pages)
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Guidelines

1. All italics, bold and color fonts are important, so please adhere to them

2. Indent your codes properly, comment wherever needed and try to organize
code in form of modules.

3. Your code should compile and run correctly at time of evaluation.

4. You can submit in following format RollNo Name AssignNo.tar.gz on portal.

5. Deadline is strictly 9:00 P:M. No further delays, and submission via mail will not be
considered.

6. Do not cheat in assignments, any kind of incident will be seriously taken upon. We
can run programs like MOSS, to check whether you are honoring the code or not
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